SearchAlert®
By PRESTOLOCK®

Every CarGo Desk is designed to accept the TSA approved Search Alert
locks offered by your CarGo Desk authorized distributor or retailer. The
new SearchAlert resettable combination padlock offers two unique
innovations in travel security:
1. SearchAlert may be opened with a secured access device controlled by
Transportation Security Administration (TSA). No SearchAlert lock should be cut
off by TSA agents.
2. SearchAlert features a Security Window that changes color for Green to Red
when any secured access device is used.
The Security Window shows RED under the following conditions:
*Luggage checked at an airport is sent through an electronic screening. If
a TSA agent determines the luggage needs to be hand searched, th
Search Alert lock will be opened by the agent. When the TSA secured
device is used, the Security Window changes color from Green to Red.
The Security Window also changes color from Green to Red if a
counterfeit secured access device is used to open the SearchAlert lock.
If a TSA agent hand searches a piece of luggage, the agent will leave a
TSA Notification of Baggage Inspection in the bag. If the Search Alert lock
Security Window shows red and no official Notification of Baggage
Inspection is found, the traveler should take the luggage to the airline s
luggage claim office to determine if anything is missing, or if anything has
been added to the luggage.
*Your CarGo Desk would be considered checked luggage for purposes of
this discussion.
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Operating Instructions
This PRESTOLOCK product is preset at the factory to open at 0-0-0.
To reset your SearchAlert combination lock to open on your own combination follow these
simple steps:
Step #1:
Step #2:
Step #3:
Step #4:
Step #5:
Step #6:
Step #7:

Set the dials to 0-0-0 and pull out the shackle.
Turn shackle halfway around (180 degrees) and push in.
Hold shackle depressed and turn 90 degrees (1/4 turn) in either direction.
Set the dials to your own combination. Memorize the combination.
Without moving the dials, return the shackle to the 180 degee position. Pull out
shackle and turn it 180 degrees.
Push shackle in, it should not lock. Push shackle in and turn one or more dials,
the shackle should lock.
To test, turn dials to the new combination, pull shackle open. Combination can
only be changed when the lock is in the open position. Follow steps 2 through 6.
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Security Window
Operating Instructions
This PRESTOLOCK product is preset on Green at the factory.
If a secured access device was used to open your SearchAlert combination lock, the color of the
Security Window would change from Green to Red. To reset your SearchAlert Security Window
back to Green, follow these simple steps:
Step #1:
Step #2:
Step #3:

Set the dials to the correct combination and pull up the shackle.
Turn the shackle 180 degrees, and push shackle in. The Security
Window should change color from Red to Green.
Pull up the shackle and the SearchAlert is ready for full use.

